Letter to the Editor

T-Cell Responses to Cyclin B1 Are Not Restricted to p53-Overexpressing Tumors

To the Editors: In their elegant study, Sorensen et al. showed the existence of a T-cell response to two cyclin B1–derived peptides in patients with advanced-stage breast cancer, confirming initial observations by Kao that cyclin B1 is an interesting target for immunotherapy (1, 2). However, the authors reported the absence of cyclin B1–specific T cells in 10 of 10 healthy donors and concluded that they are only present after tumor-driven immune activation in patients with p53/cyclin B1–overexpressing tumors.

This is in contrast to our findings (3). We have characterized the cyclin B1 peptides 44(ALGDIIGNKY), 204(ILIDWLVQY), and 218(LLLQETMYMT) as immunogenic HLA-A*0201–binding amino acid sequences. Antigen-specific T cells were detected in five of six T-cell cultures in all of three healthy donors without the need for a heteroclitic modification.

How can this discrepancy be explained? The authors used a single stimulation with peptide-pulsed peripheral blood mononuclear cells. In our experience, repetitive use of purified, professional antigen-presenting cells is more efficient in expanding antigen-specific T cells. We therefore used an efficient expansion system based on CD40-activated B cells to identify cyclin B1 epitopes (3). Furthermore, the culture with high amounts of peptide (10 μmol) in combination with nonprofessional antigen-presenting cells potentially promotes the expansion of low-avidity T cells, which would be peptide specific but not tumor reactive (4, 5). Taken together, the different results can be explained by the methodology alone.

Nevertheless, it could be linked to the different epitope classes: peptides abundantly presented by MHC and thus efficiently elutable versus peptides identified by reverse immunology translating to differential thymic expression and deletion. However, for other cyclin family members, the absence of T cells in healthy donors had previously been suggested but seems to depend on the T-cell expansion system used (6), a major challenge in tumor antigen discovery (7).

Our findings suggest that cyclin B1–specific T cells are readily expandable in healthy individuals even if potentially at a lower frequency. For a tumor antigen, this is important. Why? First, cyclin B1 is overexpressed in several hematologic malignancies and thus could be targeted using 
ex vivo or in vivo expanded donor T cells in the context of allogeneic stem cell transplantation. Second, p53 mutation and thus cyclin B1 expression are events that occur early in tumorigenesis and are essential to tumor survival. Cyclin B1 is overexpressed in several major tumors. Thus, it has the hallmarks of an antigen for preventive cancer vaccination. If proven safe in advanced cancer patients, induction of a prophylactic cyclin B1–directed T-cell response would be an intriguing strategy at least in high-risk cancer families.
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